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Little Children
2013-07-18

a group of parents trapped in middle class stability deal with marriage kids and their
suburban life in very different ways todd the handsome stay at home dad the one all the
playground moms admire in a silent look but do not touch fashion he s trying for his wife s
sake to pass his bar exam although he blatantly doesn t want to be a lawyer and in a
desperate attempt to reclaim his youth joins a midnight touch football team and starts a
passionate affair with sarah sarah is a lapsed feminist who isn t quite sure how she ended up
being a traditional wife she s the kind of mother who shock horror is capable of forgetting her
daughter s snack and in a moment s rebellion dares to kiss todd in front of the mother s
group

Little Children's Nature Activity Book
2018-05-31

an imaginative nature themed activity book for young children packed with different things to
do as well as lots of colouring and stickering there are mazes spotting puzzles dot to dot step
by step drawing and lots more fascinating facts about animals plants insects and different
natural environments are incorporated into the activities no equipment is needed apart from
some pencils or pens so this is a perfect activity book for holidays and rainy days readers
won t realise that they are learning all about nature while they re having fun

Little Children's Space Activity Book
2016-01-06

an out of this world activity book packed with puzzles things to spot colouring drawing and
doodle activities little children can add sticker planets to the solar system draw a rocket
blasting into space colour an alien birthday party and lots more with lots of stickers to add
this is guaranteed to keep any budding astronaut busy for hours

Little Children's Holiday Activity Book
2020-07-27

a holiday themed write in activity book for little children full of lots of different things to do
there are things to spot mazes to follow colouring drawing and lots more all you need is some
pens or pencils to complete the activities so this is a perfect book for holidays rainy days or
journeys readers won t realise that they are learning information and practising valuable
skills while completing the fun activities part of a series of activity books for little children
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Little Children's Zoo Activity Book
2019-03-07

an imaginative zoo themed activity book for young children packed with lots of puzzles
mazes dot to dot pictures to colour and things to spot facts about zoos the people who work
in them and the creatures that live there are incorporated into the activities a fun way to
extend a fun day at the zoo all the reader needs are some pens or pencils so this is an ideal
activity book for holidays and rainy days or down time

Little Children's Under the Sea Activity Book
2021-03-17

an activity book awash with an irresistible selection of brightly illustrated brain teasers on an
undersea theme things to find similarities to spot differences to detect fish to draw and
colour and more young children can enjoy pages full of fun activities and puzzles developing
their powers of observation and their number and language skills whilst learning about
underwater creatures

The Usborne Little Children's Activity Book
2014-10

this book is filled with mixed activities to keep little children happy and occupied on holiday
on journeys and at home contains lots of puzzles drawing colouring dot to dots mazes spot
the difference and so on

Little Toot
2007-09-06

i am delighted to know that this classic piece of americana little toot will be enjoyed by
readers of all ages for years go come eric carle celebrate little toot s 80th anniversary first
published in 1939 this classic story of the energetic tugboat who didn t let his size or
doubters stop him is brought to new life in this restored edition with the help and support of
hardie gramatky s estate to mark the 100th anniversary of his birth we have used archived
first editions and hardie s original paintings to restore little toot to its full glory bringing back
a richness of color that has been lost in decades of reprintings this new edition also features
several of the artist s full color manuscript sketches never before seen in print and
reintroduces the book s exquisite original endpapers

Little Children's Dinosaur Activity Book
2016-08
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a write in activity book for young children full of mazes dot to dot drawing colouring
stickering spot the difference counting spotting and matching activities all themed around
the fascinating world of dinosaurs an interactive way for children to find out about dinosaurs
with exciting facts and lots of dinosaur related vocabulary

Little Children's Rainy Day Activity Book
2015-02-23

an interactive sticker book full of busy detailed illustrations of various animal scenes a
colourful write in activity book packed with mazes word searches picture puzzles colouring in
dot to dot and spot the difference puzzles activities include spotting the difference between
robots drawing a gang of monsters adding stickers to a medieval castle to complete the
picture and lots more with four pages of stickers plus answers to all the puzzles at the back of
the book not just for rainy days this book will keep children busy during quiet times journeys
and holidays too

A Little Book about Family
2021-08-03

family is special because it looks different for each of us and no matter what your family
looks like you know you ve found it when you feel happy and at home

A Little Book about Justice
2022-03-04

justice can be a difficult thing to understand even for a grownup so give your kid a head start
on the conversation and help them see what the core of justice is and what it stands for

A Little Book about Ideas
2021-10-17

an action packed write in activity book for little children full of lots of different things to do
there are things to spot mazes to follow colouring drawing and lots more factual information
about the life aboard a pirate ship are incorporated into the activities illustrations full colour
throughout

Little plays for children: The grinding organ, Dumb
Andy, The dame school holiday. Vol.vii of The parent's
assistant
1827
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scramble is a little otter who can t swim at the beginning of the story we find him in the
middle of writing a list it s his can do and can t do list the can t do side just says swimming
one small word but not being able to swim is a big deal for scramble it means he s teased by
some of the riverbank animals it means he feels left out when everyone else is in the water
and it means he spends hours and hours sitting on his own on the slippery rock wishing and
wishing and wishing that he could but something is going round in scramble s head
something his mummy has said something his older sister has said you ve got to start small
and so slowly slowly scramble builds his confidence in the water overcoming each new
incremental goal that he sets himself until finally scramble really can swim at the heart of
this gentle story about learning a new skill is the message of encouragement something that
is important for toddlers everywhere

Little Children's Pirate Activity Book
2019-08-08

a write in activity book for young children full of mazes dot to dot drawing colouring
stickering spot the difference counting spotting and matching activities all themed around
christmas

Little by Little
2014-03-20

promotes the belief that children need to do household chores to develop life skills as well as
learn responsibility and work ethics and describes how parents can get their kids to work
willingly

Little Children's Christmas Activity Book
2016-10

a gorgeously illustrated story collection perfect for reading aloud this charming collection of
ballet stories has been specially selected and retold for younger children a delightful way to
discover five classic ballets sleeping beauty cinderella coppelia swan lake the nutcracker

Children Who Do Too Little
2007-12

a beautifully illustrated musical sound book there s a concert in the forest tonight press the
buttons on the sound panel to hear the magical music as squirrel mole weasel badger and fox
play their individual instruments then perform in the concert it s a perfect introduction to
different musical instruments and how they sound on their own and altogether
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Ballet Stories for Little Children
2021-09

excerpt from stories for children a book for all little girls and boys innocence ii the lambs
were skipping on the green the trees were full of birds and fruit hung down deliciously above
the grazing herds while music from a thousand throats came warbling through the air and
fragrance such as angels love blew from the flowrets fair iii oh what a lovely sight was that
the little cherub saw and how it longed to frolic too and wear the dress they wore about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving
the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Little Children's Music Book
2023-09-14

this collection of fairy tales is perfect for reading aloud with children at bedime they are
beautifully illustrated by lorena alvarez the stories included are cinderella goldilocks jack the
beanstalk little red riding hood the princess the pea

A Little Book about Grit
2021-10-17

bob marley s songs are known the world over for their powerful message of love peace and
harmony now a whole new generation can discover one of his most joyous songs in this
reassuring picture book adaptation written by his daughter cedella and exuberantly
illustrated by vanessa brantley newton this upbeat story reminds children that the sun will
always come out after the rain and mistakes are easily forgiven with a hug every family will
relate to this universal story of one boy who won t let anything get him down as long as he
has the help of three very special little birds including all the lyrics of the original song plus
new verses this cheerful book will bring a smile to faces of all ages because every little thing
s gonna be all right

Stories for Children
2015-07-19

this write in mixed activity book is perfect for any quiet times when little children fancy
sitting down and getting on with something packed with mazes word searches picture
puzzles colouring dot to dot spot the difference and more there is something for every child a
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fantastic pastime for journeys and for the days leading up to halloween

Fairy Stories for Little Children
2018-11

bright and cheerful scenes for young children to decorate with dough shapes if you ve ever
wondered what to do with dough this book will inspire and delight follow the simple
instructions to roll and flatten the dough into shapes and press them onto the pictures on the
pages of the book the shiny surface makes the dough easy to remove before turning the
page or closing the book

Every Little Thing
2012-08-31

a little moment of me helps young children explore what it means to be loved for who you
are even at such a young age children are faced with the big themes of identity and self
worth and the need to bring reassurance and a sense of security to children is as valuable as
it is necessary this beautifully illustrated book brings that reassurance to young children that
whoever they are is valued and loved by god each illustration is placed alongside an
inspirational thought which allows room for reflection and encouragement for children
designed to enjoy through individual reading or with an older family member this series allow
parents and grandparents to read alongside their young ones and share together in the
experience of slowing down valuing stillness and thoughtfulness and spending time in the
company of family members and god

Little Children's Halloween Activity Book
2017-09

once you start to look you ll discover little blessings are all around

Little Children's Dough Play Book
2022-02-02

little peter a christmas morality for children of any age by lucas malet is a heartwarming
christmas tale that revolves around little peter and his festive adventures malet s narrative
beautifully captures the essence of christmas the joys of childhood and the moral lessons
that come with it making it a cherished read for the festive season

A Little Moment of Me for Children
2018-10-04
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a write in book packed with masses of activities including puzzles drawing colouring dot to
dot mazes and spot the difference

Just So Stories for Little Children
2021-11-25

the special anniversary edition of the little engine that could contains the entire text and
original artwork young readers as well as parents and grandparents will treasure the story of
the blue locomotive who exemplifies the power of positive thinking

The Little Missionary; Or, More Ways Than One. [A Tale
for Children.]
1858

new in the little people big dreams series discover the incredible life of rosa parks the mother
of the freedom movement in this inspiring story in this true story of an inspiring civil rights
activist rosa parks grew up during segregation in alabama but she was taught to respect
herself and stand up for her rights in 1955 rosa refused to give up her seat to a white man on
a segregated bus sparking the montgomery bus boycott her decision had a huge impact on
civil rights eventually leading to the end of segregation on public transport with stylish and
quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back this empowering series celebrates the
important life stories of wonderful women of the world from designers and artists to scientists
all of them went on to achieve incredible things yet all of them began life as a little child with
a dream these books make the lives of these role models accessible for children providing a
powerful message to inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the
world

Little Blessings for Little Children
2017

the international bestseller translated from the german by simon pare on a beautifully
restored barge on the seine jean perdu runs a bookshop or rather a literary apothecary for
this bookseller possesses a rare gift for sensing which books will soothe the troubled souls of
his customers the only person he is unable to cure it seems is himself he has nursed a broken
heart ever since the night twenty one years ago when the love of his life fled paris leaving
behind a handwritten letter that he has never dared read his memories and his love have
been gathering dust until now the arrival of an enigmatic new neighbour in his eccentric
apartment building on rue montagnard inspires jean to unlock his heart unmoor the floating
bookshop and set off for provence in search of the past and his beloved
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BIG A...little a: Building Worlds For Children with ASD
2023-10-23

the sacrament of confession is often misunderstood by children and adults alike while your
child is preparing for his first confession it s easy for you both to feel overwhelmed and even
if first confession was a while ago perhaps you wish that you and your child had a better
understanding of the sacrament a little book about confession for children explains the hows
and whys of going to confession it includes step by step instructions for preparing and
receiving this beautiful sacrament of healing which draws us into the infinite mercy of god
the book even provides an examination of conscience just for kids everything you and your
child need to know about the sacrament of reconciliation or confession can be found in this
informative little book with charming four color illustrations perfect for preparing to receive
the sacrament of reconciliation for the first time this little book is sure to be used over and
over again

Little Peter: A Christmas Morality for Children of any
Age
2015-03-09

each act big or small can make a difference or at least help a friend what does it mean to be
kind when tanisha spills grape juice all over her new dress her classmate contemplates how
to make her feel better and what it means to be kind from asking the new girl to play to
standing up for someone being bullied this moving and thoughtful story explores what a child
can do to be kind with award winning author pat zietlow miller s gentle text and jen hill s
irresistible art be kind is an unforgettable story for young children about how simple acts can
change the world

Little Children's Activity Book Spot-The-difference
Puzzles Draw
2012-08

from the widely acclaimed how to talk series discover tried and tested communication
strategies to survive and thrive with kids ages 2 7 the all new content in this book deals with
struggles familiar to every parent relative teacher and childminder how do you respond to
the toddler who won t brush his teeth the preschooler who pinches the baby the child who
throws everything she can reach it s hard to be a little kid it s hard to be an adult responsible
for that little kid and it s really hard to think about effective communication when the toast is
burning the baby is crying and you re exhausted this book will help readers do just that
organized according to everyday challenges and conflicts and including real life examples
and the series trademark cartoons this book is a survival manual of communication tools
including a chapter that addresses the special needs of children with sensory processing or
autism spectrum disorders
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Big Big Topics for Little Little Kids
2020-06-23

The Little Engine That Could
2017-09-07

Rosa Parks
2015-04-23

The Little Paris Bookshop
2014-02-14

A Little Book about Confession for Children
2020-07-23

Be Kind
2017-01-26

How To Talk So Little Kids Will Listen
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